
Minutes of Burst Group Telecon (2002/10/21)

In Attendance

Mike Ashley, R. Balasubramanian, Stefan Ballmer, Patrick Brady, Laura Cadonati, Ron
Drever, Sam Finn, Kenneth S. Ganezer, Erik Katsavounidis, Sergey Klimenko, Albert Laz-
zarini, Szabi Marka, B.S. Sathyaprakash, Peter Saulson, Robert Schofield, Amber Stuver,
Tiffany Summerscales, Patrick Sutton, Julien Sylvestre, Alan Weinstein, Igor Yakushin, John
Zweizig.

Status of November 1 Analysis:

GEO

• Soma Mukherjee gave a brief email report on the status of GEO before the telecon.
Data mining is in progress, working on a “P/Q” veto, concentrating on two channels
besides h(t). Still incorporating into automated code. Will probably not be finished
for Nov. 1; may be able to complete for a subset of S1. Work progressing on passing
GEO data through excess-power DSO, and hope to be writing to database soon. Hope
to run through all playground in next week, and over all S1 by end of first week of
November.

• MIT people may be able to help Cardiff group by running tfclusters on the GEO data
to provide events.

• Also examined band-limited rms values and their fluctuations over time. No in-depth
study of outliers yet.

• The incorporation of GEO data into the LIGO analysis (quadruple coincidence) was
discussed. The consensus was that including GEO events in the Nov. 1 upper limit
is unrealistic; however, demonstrating the mechanics of the analysis with the hour of
GEO data at MIT (which is not coincident with the playground set) may be feasible.

LIGO Externally Triggered Search

• Marka reported that the externally triggered search code is running through all major
lock stretches in the S1 data looking at the behaviour of the cross-correlation statistic.
They intend to look at external triggers by Thursday, and to deliver documentation to
Saulson and Finn on Friday.

LIGO Untriggered Search

Hardware Injection

• Schofield reported on progess on using hardware injections to establish coupling be-
tween AS Q and auxiliary channels (AS DC, REFL I; some injections were single-arm
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and should also show up in common mode). Working to establish lower limit on cou-
pling by studying one-sec window around injection and looking for glitchMon glitches.
ETG events are very small, though, and some injections are not being seen. Therefore
need to be careful to only take ratios for events actually detected on AS Q.

• Also looking for calibration lines on other channels - these are injected on only one
mass and should show up in common and differential modes.

Vetoes

• Ballmer reported on the best veto channels:

H1: REFL I (best), PRC CTRL Produced triggers for both.
H2: none No big glitches correlate well with any channels.
L1: AS DC (best), AS I Produced triggers for both.

• Used biggest glitches for choosing veto channels. Good for H1 - kills 50% of events
with decent thresholds.

• Finn and Klimenko were concerned about selecting veto channels based on the largest
few events. They suggested that tuning should be based on the effect farther down
the pipeline. For example, the very large and rare signals might not make it past the
coincidence anyway, in which case a veto based on them throws away time needlessly.

• Katsavounidis pointed out that we may need to be able to determine the best veto
channel for a single IFO; for example, for the possible case in which an external trigger
is seen while a single IFO is running.

• Saulson suggests deriving two results: with and without using vetoes. Cadonati said
that’s part of the intended pipeline.

Event Trigger Generators

• Cadonati reported on progress with the ETGs. Currently refining thresholds for slope,
tfclusters and adding Gaussian and sine-Gaussian signals to estimate the upper limit
at the end of the pipeline. All work thus far done without vetoes. Details are on the
MIT website and going into burst elog.

• Katsavounidis asked how the rate with ‘optimal’ thresholds compare to the rates with
the other thresholds tested. Cadonati reported that the number of excess events vary
from 0 to 3000, and that she aims for 1 Hz rates per IFO. Some discussion followed
about what kinds of rates we want1.

• Katsavounidis and Brady reported on ongoing work to get the POWER ETG running.
Brady has used it in band-limited mode to find noisy bands: L1 [280,312]Hz; H1 - none
(triggers broad-band); H2 [120,152]Hz and [696,760]Hz. Katsavounidis has posted re-
sults on broad-band POWER at http://ligo.mit.edu/k̃ats/S1/anapower/aaa readme.html

1No lightning was observed, though the skies darkened.
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Discussion of Use of Database

• Thus far the database has not been used in analysis, but difficulties are being reported
in communicating results between groups. This led to a discussion of what use should
be made of the database in the near term.

• Cons: In early stages (during tuning) the event rates can be high enough to cause
LDAS to crash. Also takes longer to run jobs due to delay in communicating with
database - Weinstein estimates order 20% increase.

• Pros: Results avaliable to everyone and their ‘heritage’ is known.

• There seems to be a consensus that we need to start using the database in the bursts
analysis.

MEETING ADJOURNED
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